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Abstract—Advanced computer security systems rely on a
host of detectors that examine anomalies, or known signatures,
to qualify network traffic. Anomaly detectors usually come
at greater cost in resources over signature detectors spurring
the desire to translate anomalies into identifiable signatures.
Automatic Signature Generation (ASG) attempts to automate
the process of creating signatures to describe newly identified
malicious network traffic. However, the quality of the signatures
created in ASG depends on the ability to identify malicious traffic
which remains a difficult problem plagued by massive amounts
of data, high-speed links, and an adversarial environment. As a
result, the detection process itself can greatly hamper the process
of Automatic Signature Generation.

This research attempts to leverage the Metasploit framework
to provide a simulation environment that can execute exploits and
record those attacks without interference from rogue users or
any reliance on detection methods. This simulation environment
side-steps the problem of identifying the malicious traffic because
the executed exploits are known malicious and isolated. The
Metasploit framework provides many tools for mutating and
varying attack signatures such that each execution of an exploit
may have a wildly different signature. We employ this mutational
feature of Metasploit, and use prior ASG techniques, to create a
smaller set of signatures that address the core of an attack rather
than quantifying each variant. We demonstrate that creating
signatures in such an environment is not only viable, but may
even be desirable in order for a user to have the most effective
signature set for their purpose.

I. INTRODUCTION

A wide array of research seeks to create a system capable of

automating network security and minimize the need for human

intervention. A primary requirement for such automation is

a reliable method for detecting and describing suspicious

activities. Automatic Signature Generation (ASG) is a key

concept in this paradigm as it divines the malicious traffic,

usually through some form of anomaly detection, and then

crafts a signature that can recognize that traffic again in

the future. Such a system is necessary as anomaly detection

tends to require far more resources than signature matching.

Unfortunately, detecting malicious activities on a network is a

hard problem complicated by massive data, high speeds, ever

changing attack vectors, and outright subversion of systems.

Early research in ASG [1]–[5] made assumptions about the

behavior of malicious traffic, polymorphic worms in particular,

and depended on those assumptions for identifying the pres-

ence of the malicious traffic used to craft signatures. Unfortu-

nately, rogue users can easily circumvent those assumptions.

Worse, rogue users can actively subvert ASG systems [6] by

crafting traffic that is flagged by the ASG system such that

normal traffic ends up classified as malicious. More modern

techniques employ sandboxing and virtual technologies [7] to

determine the quality of the traffic: malicious or benign. Un-

fortunately, such processes are resource intensive and can still

suffer from subversion and circumvention by rogue elements.

Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) like Snort [8] and

Bro [9], and many other for-profit tools, rely on sets of rules

to detect malicious traffic. These rules are generated manually,

often by large organizations employing experts examining

large data sets. These rules evolve slowly and only at the

motivation of the organization or community creating the

rules. Further, while the breadth of data available to some of

these organizations provides signature creators many examples

of attacks to use in crafting signatures that data is often

much broader than what any single client might expect. As

a result, signatures are often broader than necessary or out-of-

date by the time they reach end-users. New research attempts

to combine anomaly detection, learning, and IDS all-at-once

to continually update signature sets [10]–[12]. Unfortunately,

such learning is at risk of subversion by rogue elements [6],

[13].

Frameworks like Metasploit [14] provide rogue users the

means to quickly craft exploits. Metasploit makes it easy

to write a script that will leverage an exploit and deliver a

payload to a target. Metasploit also provides a host of options

to obfuscate the attack traffic. Crafting obfuscated attacks is

now a matter of a couple hours of work for any rogue user.

Thus, reliance on rigid signatures sets becomes less attractive

as even low-skilled attackers can easily introduce new variants

of an attack that may not be caught by previous signatures for

that same exploit.

We recognized that the framework provided by Metasploit

is essentially an exploit simulation environment capable of not

only generating attacks, but mutating them as well. Combined

with the large database of exploits available online as well

as virtualization technologies we propose that ASG can oc-

cur locally, automatically, and leverage traffic generated by

Metasploit in a controlled environment. This methodology

bypasses any need to identify malicious traffic as we control

the generation of the attack traffic. Thus, the traffic used to

generate signatures is known related to an attack. Further, this

generation occurs within a controlled environment and avoids
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bias from attackers attempting to mislead the system. Signa-

tures can be refined and optimized to fit a local environment

to maximize performance and minimize false positive ratios.

In this manner the core signatures for common attacks are

identified and used in signature creation making the signatures

far more resistant to the obfuscation techniques employed by

attackers. Ultimately, such a system would allow end-users to

generate and refine signature sets locally, continuously, and

automatically, to ensure the widest net for capturing attacks,

while tailoring those signatures to the client networks.

II. BACKGROUND

Most ASG research has focused on polymorphic worms.

Seminal research such as Early Bird [4], Autograph [1], Poly-

graph [2], LISABETH [5], and Hamsa [3] all offer excellent

means for deriving signatures from samples of a polymorphic

worm. The idea is simple. Given a large sample of worm

traffic, it is possible to statistically identify the invariant

portions, or ‘tokens’, of the worms. These tokens can then

be used to generate signatures that will identify the worms

even in the face of the worm dynamically changing. However,

these techniques all rely on the ability to qualify traffic as

either malicious (i.e. containing a worm) or innocuous (i.e. not

containing a worm). Unfortunately, this distinction was made

based on the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) port values

commonly used by worms which is not a reliable method of

detection. More recent ASG research has focused on anomaly

detection to determine malicious traffic [11] or relies on an

IDS to detect the malicious traffic and refines the detected

traffic with the goal of reducing false positives [10], [12], [15].

Qualifying real network traffic is a hard problem. Much

research has investigated means to determine the ‘Ground

Truth’ of network traffic [16]–[18]. An even larger body

of research seeks all kinds of means to identify malicious

traffic using patterns [8], [9], using behaviors [19], [20],

qualifying network anomalies [21], or examining execution

anomalies [7]. All of this research has merit yet there is still

much open research.

Unfortunately, in network security, learning systems are

easily misled [13]. For example, Chung et al. demonstrated

the allergy attack [6] which causes ASG systems to create

signatures that target normal, innocuous, traffic. This ensues by

spuriously generating traffic designed to be picked up by the

detection system employed by the Intrusion Prevention System

(IPS). This traffic is further designed to either source from or

to (or both) a legitimate network. Since, as stated earlier, ASG

requires partitioning innocuous and malicious traffic, this will

insert ‘innocuous’ samples into the malicious traffic pool and

cause the creation of signatures with the potential to block

normal traffic. Chung et al. demonstrated that such an attack

can successfully block or flag legitimate traffic allowing an

attacker to use an IPS as a tool for denial of service, or even

just flood security staff with false positives to cover for other

actions.

As a result of these issues, it is difficult to qualify traffic

for ASG. Worse, if the traffic is not properly qualified, then

automatically generated signatures will become less effective,

potentially even regressive as in the case of the allergy attack.

However, it is possible to simulate the attack environment. If

the simulated traffic provides sufficient realism and variance,

then it can still be possible to identify the invariant tokens

in the attacks. These invariant tokens can then be used to

build signatures. The above issues of learning and detecting

the traffic are neatly side-stepped as the traffic generated in this

manner is known to be related to an attack and generation is

done in a controlled environment not accessible (except in the

most pandemic instance) to any rogue user. Such a method

would provide pristine attack samples to the ASG so long as

artifacts inserted into the environment though simulation are

properly handled.

For this work, we adopted Metasploit [14] to employ as

the primary tool of our simulation environment. In truth,

Metasploit is not a simulation tool but instead a framework

for generating traffic that will attack real systems and deliver

malicious payloads. Metasploit has an active community with

a large number of “exploits” already written. Each exploit

is essentially a script that can be executed with a simple

command. At the end of a successful exploit a user will be

granted a shell prompt on a target system, or have some other

action performed on the target system. Metasploit provides

the means to automatically randomize or obfuscate any part

of the attack not vital to the direct resolution of the attack.

Even payloads are easily obfuscated in network data and

reconstructed on the target. Large libraries of exploits [22]

can be found online and it is a simple process to create

new exploits. Given these tools, it is possible to build a

local simulation environment such that any exploit can be

executed multiple times, producing variants of the attack, and

that sample will serve for ASG purposes without the need to

qualify the traffic.

III. MODEL

In Hamsa [3] signature generation is performed by identify-

ing common tokens in malicious traffic and common tokens in

innocuous traffic, and then building a signature that comprises

the most common tokens from the malicious traffic that do not

intersect (or intersect the least) with tokens from the innocuous

traffic. First, we note that an invariant token is just a specific

word in the formal language of the attack, while a variable

token is simply any word in the language of the attack. Further,

ordering of the invariant words has meaning within the attack

overall. In other words, a certain amount of the language

may need to be present prior to the presence of an invariant

word. Given these observations it is possible to create a simple

generative grammar for generating attacks. We note that the

actual dependencies on order are only approximated in this

model. Fully modeling these dependencies can be done by

utilizing the underlying protocols implemented in an attack

and is beyond the scope of this work.

First, we recognize that for any exploit there is a language,

LE , that describes all the possible words used in that exploit

as per Definition 1. We note, that for any exploit that is
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not completely polymorphic (and thus impossible to derive

a signature) there is a series, I , of n invariant tokens, or

words, that must occur in any working instance of an exploit

(Definition 2). In addition to the series of invariant tokens, any

working exploit may also contain a series of variable words

such that these variable words create a series of languages

representing the possible variables words that can occur within

a working instance of an exploit dependent on the ordering of

the invariant words (Definition 3). Given these definitions, a

working attack, A, is then the set of invariant words plus any

variable words as per Definition 4.

Definition 1. LE is the language of all possible words that
may be used in a particular exploit.

Definition 2. I is the series of n words, I = {ι1, ι2...ιn},
where each ιi ∈ LE and n > 0 and 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Definition 3. V is a series of n languages, V =
{Lv1 , Lv2 , ...Lvn}, such that for each Lvi ⊂ LE , and n > 0,
and 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Definition 4. A is a series of m words representing a working
attack, A = w1, w2, ..., wm, such that wj ∈ LE and for any
ιi ∈ I , ιi ∈ A, for n > 0, m ≥ n, 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ m.

From these definitions we can actually produce an attack,

A, with just a few simple productions. Production 1 builds the

attack dependent on the ordering of the invariant words. Pro-

duction 2 will produce an invariant word potentially proceeded

or followed by variable words. Production 3 will then produce

variable words, potentially open-ended, or even empty. From

these productions a series of words is produced such that all

invariant words in i are in A and the words between any

invariant word are determined by the language Lvi
where i

represents the particular invariant word in the series. Under

this model of production the ordering of invariant words is

preserved as well as a loose dependency on that ordering for

the production of variable words.

S → P(1)P(2)...P(n) (1)

P(i) → V(i)ιiV(i) (2)

V(i) → ((w ∈ Lvi)|∅)(Vi|∅) (3)

Traffic generated under this model will follow a pattern

of “variable-invariant-variable” words, or tokens, where the

variable portions are open-ended, or even empty. This mimics

the reality of the attacks. In Metasploit, the variable sections

may be completely random sections of text generated through

a random function, an obfuscated feature using a specialized

encoding, or even just the language of the network protocol

used (like HTTP). It would be possible to create a com-

plete simulation language using this model that would serve

an ASG process like Hamsa. However, Metasploit provides

more than just a simulation environment, it provides correct

implementation of protocol language details, the invariant

Test Computer

Metasploit

Host

Virtual Machines

OS1

OSp

...

Fig. 1. Simulation Environment Setup.

tokens, and ordering of those invariant tokens. In other words,

Metasploit defines the variable tokens as any portion of the

attack than can be obfuscated. Invariant tokens are then any

portion of the attack script that cannot be obfuscated. In this

manner, Metasploit already provides the necessary features

to implement the above model, while retaining the ability to

launch working exploits. Thus, not only can we simulate the

attacks, the attacks are of the quality that may be witnessed

in the “real-world”.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

For implementation we installed Metasploit [14] on a single

Mac Book pro. Metasploit was installed on the host machine.

We identified multiple exploits (further described in Section V)

and then created virtual machines running the target operating

systems and applications for those exploits. We then identi-

fied scripts that implemented those particular exploits. These

scripts can be found as either part of the Metasploit framework,

or available at the Exploit Database online [22]. Figure 1

roughly represents the environment used for simulating the

attacks for some p different Operating Systems. In our tests we

used five separate virtual machines for 3 variants of Windows

and 2 variants of Ubuntu. These were chosen as a result of

the exploits selected.

Given the set of exploit scripts we automated traffic gener-

ation with a script that will load a particular exploit, randomly

assign a payload and encoding, and then execute said script

against the target environment some x times where x is defined

at run-time. At the end of each iteration the target environment

is reset to its start state. Note, each exploit script is also

set to randomize variable features. For example, an exploit

for a buffer overflow attack may need to create a string

128 characters long. For randomized fields the string will be

128 random characters rather than any fixed string. Simple

obfuscations such as this are built into the exploits. During

execution the traffic between the Host machine and the Virtual

Machines is captured and saved as a packet capture (pcap).

When all x iterations are finished the next exploit is selected

and executed x times with the results saved in a separate pcap

file. This is performed for all exploits. Upon completion, all

pcaps are forwarded to the ASG process. The entire process is

automated such that the user need only start the process with

the list of exploits and number of iterations per exploit.
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AB;sh -c '\(sleep
4

3

0

3

7

echo

E1UGGqgG11eWBbLz;\x0a

pTDgHsjm1KLXASPp;\x0a

hWtwGjLxsAWakVxl;\x0a

tVfY6SptDPdMVMwn;\x0a

eil6RTYsJGDjzzpV;\x0a

DlL8dZj7gzvMChID;\x0a

oZRg56NWs9LTaZuu;\x0a

hGdlZ83aLQFfcWFk;\x0a

xtjD05radbAcQQMp;\x0a

oZVmVj8DXrb9nqAt;\x0a

Fig. 2. Examples of invariant tokens followed by variable tokens.

A. Metasploit Artifacts

This solution side-steps the problem of identifying mali-

cious traffic, but suffers from the potential that Metasploit will

insert artifacts into attacks and that those artifacts will end up

as part of the signature. First, we note that we capture packet

data only (protocol headers provide little value to ASG). Thus,

artifacts resulting from the virtual infrastructure was limited.

The artifacts identified were mostly resigned to the target and

source IP addresses embedded in the data, dates, and some

Metasploit informational messages. The IP addresses would

become invariant because we used the same target virtual

machine for every sample of an attack. Dates became artifacts

for the same reason as most of any date remained invariant due

to the timeframe between execution of scripts (seconds versus

minutes in most cases). These artifacts were easily enumerated

and a filter was created to remove them from consideration in

ASG.

B. Signature Creation

Signature creation followed a process similar to that de-

scribed in Hamsa [3]. Each generated pcap contained x
samples of a particular exploit. This became the suspicious

pool for that particular exploit and we have an innocuous

pool that we have sampled from live traffic for several weeks.

First, we convert the entire malicious pool into one long binary

string. Then we pre-process the string to remove any of the

artifacts inserted by Metasploit. We then employed a suffix

array to analyze the exploit traffic in linear time and find

tokens common to that exploit. We retain the token’s order

within the attack stream in order to ensure that the tokens are

truly invariant. The tokens are then compared to the innocuous

tokens and any tokens that intersect with that set are removed.

After those steps we are left with a series of one or more

invariant tokens. From these we create a signature to identify

that exploit.

Figure 2 provides an example of invariant and variable

tokens generated by Metasploit. For example, in one exploit

AB;sh -c ‘\(sleep is followed by the number 4 or 3 (with

those followed by (0,3) or 7 respectively. Another exploit had

an invariant token of ‘echo’ followed by a fixed length string

of random characters. A single attack is comprised of several

such strings and a signature is derived (as a regular expression)

to match.

TABLE I
MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM GENERATION TIME OF EXPLOIT PCAP (PER

ITERATION).

Min Generation Time Max Generation Time

1.5 sec 60.1 sec

V. EVALUATION

First, we chose to do our evaluation within Snort [8]. Our

reasoning is that Snort is an Open Source tool that has a large

database of rules that is updated regularly by experts. We

downloaded the Snort registered users rule-set for February

15, 2017. Next, we identified 21 exploits such that at least

one rule in Snort targets said exploit and that we could find a

Metasploit script for that exploit.

The second step was to generate the signatures. In this case,

we set the number of iterations to 25. Thus, each exploit

was executed 25 times and the data was gathered and saved

in pcap files, one pcap for each exploit sample. The pcaps

were forwarded to the ASG process for signature generation.

For innocuous traffic we sampled several hours of traffic

from our server as well as pulling some samples from older

traffic samples. For this particular test, the innocuous traffic

sample was not optimal and remains part of our future work.

Essentially, the innocuous traffic had very little impact on

signature creation.

Table I illustrates the Minimum and Maximum generation

times for the pcap data for exploits (per iteration). Thus, at 25

iterations, the slowest exploit required 25 minutes to complete

the entire 25 iterations, while the fastest exploit required less

than 1 minute. The time is largely a function of the script’s

complexity and number of interactions between the host and

the target.

Figure 3 illustrates the exploits that we chose and how they

break-down with the Snort rules. First, we note that nearly

half of the exploits have more than 1 Snort rule targeting

them. Roughly one quarter of the exploits are targeted by 20

or more Snort rules. This demonstrates that the rule creators

have identified that there are numerous variants of the exploits.

Rather than adopt the Hamsa approach, however, they attempt

to quantify each exploit. Arguments can be made for and

against that approach. On one hand it provides more precise

matching while on the other it creates many more signatures

than necessary. Our method generated exactly 21 signatures

that we converted to Snort rule format. We then created two

Snort rule sets, the first with all the rules as illustrated in

Figure 3 and the second with just the generated signatures.

We used Metasploit in the evaluation of the signatures as

well. The data generated by Metasploit in our generation

environment will change with each iteration, thus such an eval-

uation is not without merit. However, we are not stating that

this evaluation proves that this approach is superior. However,

gathering such traffic for specific exploits is extremely difficult
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Fig. 3. Number of Snort rules to individual exploits.

and beyond the scope of this work. We employed 25 iterations

of each exploit as in the signature creation.

Regardless, even our simple evaluation yielded some very

interesting results. First, we noted that the Snort rules only

detected 8 of the exploits, failing to detect the remaining

13. Closer examination of why Snort signatures failed to

detect the exploits resulted from the obfuscation employed by

Metasploit. For example one rule was looking for a particular

string for an exploit. However Metasploit broke that string

into pieces, scrambled the order of the individual pieces (each

piece indexed so it could be rebuilt) such that it was impossible

to detect that particular string. In other instances, the strings

targeted by Snort rules for a particular exploit were mutated

by Metasploit by just a few characters ultimately foiling

detection. This demonstrated that Metasploit provides a high-

degree of obfuscation for exploits which bolsters the merit of

this research.

For the purpose of this evaluation false negatives concern

instances where an exploit generated by Metasploit managed

to bypass the rules (Snort or Generated) without an alert. False

positives represent instances where incorrect signatures alert

for a given exploit. For completeness, we did test both sets of

rules on a variety of packet captures of normal traffic (captured

from several real networks) and neither set of rules registered

false positives for any real traffic. Thus, false positives in this

instance concern only incorrectly classifying exploits. In most

cases, this occurs from similar exploits where the signatures

are somewhat broad such that multiple rules will alert to a

single exploit. Error rates were determined by the number of

times a false positive or false negative registered divided by

the number of iterations of a particular exploit examined (25

in this case).

The automatically generated signatures demonstrated false
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Fig. 4. False Positive and False Negative Rates.

positives for four exploits and false negatives for three others.

This provides some validation for this testing methodology in

that the variance in the exploits was sufficient that not every

exploit was identified even when it was trained with Metasploit

generated traffic.

Figure 4 illustrates the average false positives and false

negatives per each exploit. Snort failed to detect 13 exploits

resulting in a false negative rate of 1.0 for those exploits.

Snort registered a false positive for only one exploit, but in

this particular case rules for two other exploits were activated

but none for the actual exploit. The false negatives for the

generated traffic were intermittent. Meaning that they missed

a percentage of the exploit rather than every instance. This

implies that the signatures were able to adapt to variants, but

not sufficiently well in these three cases to match every time.

False positives for the generated signatures stemmed from

signatures that were too broad. Thus, when any of those 4

exploits were encountered the signature for at least one other

exploit was also triggered. This can be eliminated through

secondary signature refinement and is a subject of future work.

Another interesting result was that the Snort rules generated

nearly twice as many alerts, though this increase in the number

of alerts came from just 4 exploits. Part of this was due to the

fact that Snort has multiple rules for many of the exploits,

thus, a close variant in Snort may be too broad and detect all

attacks that are closely related. This demonstrates redundancy

among attack variants and can create a lot of noise in the alerts

produced from the exploit. Figure 5 illustrates the average

number of alerts generated by each individual exploit (Note:

only those exploits detected by Snort are listed in Figure 5).

VI. DISCUSSION

This is a preliminary work with the goal to create a system

such that a local user can simply push a button and create
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signatures for all exploits relevant to a locale. Further, we

wish to optimize those signatures to the local environment for

improved performance. We believe that the work presented

here confirms that this is both viable and valuable. For one,

generating signatures from Metasploit, a tool actually used

by rogue users, means that signatures are more likely to be

useful. Second, this methodology creates signatures that are

generally better equipped to detect variant exploits. Further,

this technique does not rely on prior data. The samples

generated through this simulation are new variants and thus

not part of data that might have been captured in a context

that could perturb the signatures. Finally, generating locally

means that the user can control the update process and can

add new signatures as needed with little fear of subversion

of signatures. However, this system will still not catch new

exploits that cannot be encompassed in another exploit. Thus,

complementary Anomaly Detection Systems are still neces-

sary, but this is generally the case.

However, this approach still has a few obstacles to over-

come. First, creating the simulation environment is an exhaust-

ing and time-consuming process. While it does not require

massive hardware, it does require licensing for a variety

of Operating Systems and software and requires setting up

said systems. Further, after a successful exploit it becomes

necessary to reset the target virtual machine back to a starting

state which can prove time consuming when trying to create

many iterations of a large number of exploits. Not returning

the target system to start state may result in generated traffic

not containing the exploit. We witnessed this with web exploits

where the first attack proceeded as expected, but then the data

was cached in browser and future attacks simply used cached

data resulting in no traffic captured. We were able to fix this in

our current environment, but recognize that this as a difficulty

to overcome.
Another issue is that signature generation currently is slow.

This obstacle can be overcome through smarter programming,

parallel processing, and maintaining a database of tokens so

that only new data need be examined for token refinement.
The final issue depends on the Metasploit scripts. First is

ensuring the maximum variability/mutability of the exploits.

The amount of variability employed by a Metasploit script is

partially dominated by the exploit and partially determined by

the script writer. In order to meet our goal it may be necessary

to refine available scripts. Second, there must exist a method to

screen scripts to prevent “rogue scripts”. In truth, this is a very

small concern as organizations such as the Exploit Database

and Metasploit already evaluate all scripts to make certain

they both work and do what they say they do. Thus, crafting

a script to work like an allergy attack would be difficult, but

not impossible. However, screening a script for such behavior

should be trivial and further, identifying the behavior in a

simulation environment means that the effects of an allergy

attack are never propagated to a working system.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this work we have demonstrated the use of Metasploit as

a simulation framework for use in the generation of signatures

for detecting exploits in network traffic. We show that such

signatures can effectively identify variant exploits, and do so

with far fewer signatures. Ultimately, this research demon-

strates that simulating attacks with Metasploit does provide

effective samples for Automatic Signature Generation. As

such, it should be possible for individuals or organizations

to produce sets of signatures optimized to local traffic trends

quickly, dynamically, and automatically.
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